Insects, Worms, Bugs, Spiders, cont.

(Level 3)*

The Monarch Butterfly by Sarah Gaitanos, Wright Group (Orange)*
What Do You See? by Rozanne Lanczak Williams, Instant Readers®, Harcourt
What Is a Fly by Kym Lenihan, SUNSHINE™, Wright Group (Level 2)*
What Is an Insect? by Lola M. Schaefer, Pebble Books, Capstone Press*

Life Cycles

Scholastic Learning Centers—Animal Life Cycles*

Animal Babies A Counting Book by Daniel Moreton
Baby Animals Learn by Pamela Chanko
Butterfly by Susan Canizares, Scholastic Emergent Reader
Frogs by Susan Canizares & Daniel Moreton
From Egg to Robin by Susan Canizares & Betsey Chessen
Eggs and Baby Birds by Anne Shirley, SUNSHINE™, Wright Group (Level 2)
Frogs by Carolyn MacLulich for The Australian Museum, Scholastic
Frogs by Rebel Williams, Wright Group (Red)

How a Frog Gets Its Legs by Patricia J. Murphy, Rosen Early (fluent)
How Do Frogs Grow? by Judy Nayer, Discovery Links®, Newbridge (emergent)
The Life Cycle of a Snail by Chris Brough, SUNSHINE™, Wright Group (Level 3)
The Monarch Butterfly by Sarah Gaitanos, Wright Group (Orange)
What Can Change? by Brenda Parkes, Discovery Links®, Newbridge (early)
Where Is My Caterpillar? by Diana Noonan, Wright Group/McGraw-Hill (Orange)

Magnifying Glasses

A Better Look by Jacob Fink, National Geographic, Windows on Literacy*
Closer and Closer by Rebel Williams, TWiG®, Wright Group*
Science Tools by Susan Canizares, Scholastic Learning Center*
Seeing Things up Close by Kate McGough, National Geographic Windows on Literacy*
The Magnifying Glass by Karen Anderson, Wright Group, McGraw-Hill
Tools Can Help Us See by Sarah Dawson, National Geographic Windows on Literacy*
What Do I See? by Gloria Bancroft, TWiG®, Wright Group*

* Teacher Favorites